.PreK 3 Suggested Activities for Week of June 8th
Word of the Week- remember
youtube: SesameStreet: Word on the Street “Remember”
Eric Stonestreet: Remember
Let’s Make a Picture: We learned so many words this year! Our very first word of the
week was nature! Many of the students really enjoyed nibble, float, and activate too!
●

Think about all the words of the week we have learned this year. Pick one word
that you really liked. Can you make a picture-clue of that word and write / trace
the word on the paper too? Have it ready during Zoom to hold up, as a show and
tell. We can see if we remember the same words! Here are a few more choices
just in case: season, machine, splatter, accessory, journal, and engineer. Any
word that your child remembers is fine!

Practice counting 17 objects.
● Youtube Sesame Street Podcast Number 17
● Starfall.com - Number 17
● Watch: Subtraction - Words with Puffballs (Sesame Studios)
Let’s make a drawing for Ms Enrique! Can you make a Math Story
picture?
● Draw 6 green balloons. Take one away (cross it out). How many are left?
Write the number word and digit to show your answer.
Ex. 5 balloons/ five balloons

STARFALL.COM
Remember (word of the week): Click on the Letter Blocks on the home
page. Find the letter Dd. Follow along to the end and play the memory
game. Do you remember the Dinosaur Dance? We always watched it first,
then stood up, and danced along! Next find the letter Hh block. Follow

along and play the memory game at the end. What kind of animal do you
see hiding under the water?

SHOW and TELL: Let’s Have A Scavenger Hunt
ParentsI think the children had fun with this Zoom game. We can try this again
next week- with a few new prompts. We will go through various colors and
I will ask for simple shapes to find as well..square and circle. I might ask to
find and show “two” things that match, two things that show opposites (big
and small).
The children have been so amazing and I am so proud of them! I know it is
not the same as being in the classroom, but I have seen such great
progress, on Zoom, and in the pictures and emails that have been sent to
me each week! Thank you! I feel blessed to have had such a wonderful
class this year...I miss them already. Have a fun, somewhat normal,
summer! :)

